
MODEL
NUMBER

UNIFORM 
CAPACITY

OVERALL FORK 
SIZE (W x L)

SERVICE
RANGE

OVERALL SIZE
(W  x L x H)

WEIGHT
(POUND)

ULM-EPT-2745-44 4,400 lb. 27" x 44½" 33/8" to 75/8" 28" x 72" x 56" 1130

MODEL
NUMBER

PLATFORM
SIZE (W x L)

UNIFORM
CAPACITY

SERVICE
RANGE

NUMBER
OF POSTS

CASTER
SIZE/TYPE* OPERATION

WEIGHT
(POUND)

HT-02-1616A-PSS 16" x 16" 200 lb. 31" to 49" -- 4" x 1¼" PP 1-SPEED FOOT PUMP 126
HT-05-1818A-PSS 18" x 18" 500 lb. 31" to 49" 2 4" x 1¼" PP 1-SPEED FOOT PUMP 151
HT-10-2036A-PSS 20" x 36" 1,000 lb. 36" to 54" 2 4" x 1½" PP 2-SPEED FOOT PUMP 241
HT-20-2436A-PSS 24" x 36" 2,000 lb. 36" to 54" 4 5" x 1½" PP 2-SPEED FOOT PUMP 332
HT-20-3036A-PSS 30" x 36" 2,000 lb. 36" to 54" 4 5" x 1½" PP 2-SPEED FOOT PUMP 376

LOW PROFILE & SHORT PUMP LIFT RANGE AVAILABLE. CONSULT FACTORY. AC, DC, LINEAR ACTUATED, or AIR/OIL AVAILABLE.
MODEL NUMBERS WITH THE SUFFIX "A" ARE SHIPPED KNOCK-DOWN

MODEL
NUMBER

PLATFORM
SIZE (W x L)
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UNIFORM
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LIFT SPEED OR
# OF PUMPS

WEIGHT
(POUND)

12V DC POWER
CART-23-10-DC-PSS 24" x 36" 11" to 33½" 1,000 lb. 14 sec. 578
CART-23-15-DC-PSS 24" x 36" 11" to 33½" 1,500 lb. 16 sec. 583
TWO-SPEED FOOT PUMP
CART-23-10-M-PSS 24" x 36" 11" to 33½" 1,000 lb. 54 low - 27 high 424
CART-23-15-M-PSS 24" x 36" 11" to 33½" 1,500 lb. 54 low - 27 high 427

MODEL
NUMBER

PLATFORM
SIZE (W x L)

UNIFORM
CAPACITY

LOWERED
HEIGHT

RAISED
HEIGHT

WEIGHT
(POUND)

CART-660-M-PSS 23½" x 37" 660 lb. 17¼" 39¼" 148

STAINLESS STEEL & BRONZE
Electric Pallet Truck
A 304L Stainless Steel Electric Pallet Truck is an ideal supplement to food service and other sterile 
settings.  The 304L stainless steel construction, including hydraulic cylinders as well as the piston, 
provides not only a strong structure for transferring heavy loads between work areas, but is also 
easily washable.  An enclosed shelter for electronic components that is simple to access for general 
upkeep, while the humidity resistant electronics are great for working in difficult conditions.  The 
adjustable height handle with built in horn helps maintain an ergonomic posture of the user 
during use.  The emergency stop is perfectly located near the driving position of the unit for a 
rapid shut-down in the case of a crisis.  During use the unit maneuvers efficiently on its waterproof 
roll wheels. Unit comes standard in 304 Stainless Steel (316 Stainless Steel is an option, contact factory 
for pricing). Battery is 24V/240Ah

model
ULM-EPT-2745-44

Hydraulic Post Tables (partially stainless steel)

Foot-operated partially stainless steel Hydraulic Post Tables are built for heavy-duty shop use.  They 
are good for many material handling uses including: lifting dies and castings, moving machine parts, 
positioning welders' work, leveling feed material for pump presses, conveyors and press brakes, 
and similar material handling jobs. Posts are telescoping to help stabilize and support loads during 
operation. Units include four (4) casters; two (2) locking swivel with brakes and two (2) rigid.  Light-
duty units feature a single-speed foot pump. Heavy-duty units feature a two-speed foot pump for 
maximum operator convenience. All foot pumps include a down speed control valve for safe platform 
lowering.  Partially stainless steel tables include a stainless steel platform, base frame, handle, caster rigs, 
and hardware.  Pump assembly and leg posts are zinc plated. Poly-on-Poly casters standard.

model
HT-02-1616A-PSS

model
HT-20-2436A-PSS

DC Powered and Manual Scissor Carts (partially stainless steel)

Tables provide unparalleled ergonomic support in lifting, palletizing, loading, and unloading 
applications.  Carts are raised or lowered with either a 12V DC powered motor or a manual two-speed 
auto-shift foot pump.  Units roll smoothly with two (2) rigid and two (2) swivel 4" x 2" phenolic 
casters with brakes.  Push handle is removable.  Internal DC powered electric motor and one (1) 12V 
battery is included on DC units.  Electric motor is rated at 1600 watts.  Built-in battery charger is 
included (operated on 115V AC power).  Push buttons to raise and lower lift are located on the power 
unit.  Hand control on coil cord standard.  Platform is equipped with perimeter pinch-point guard 
for OSHA compliance. Partially stainless steel tables include a stainless steel platform, base frame, and 
hydraulic cylinder.  Scissor legs are galvanized.

24V DC STANDARD

Mechanical Scissor Cart (partially stainless steel)

Raise and lower material quickly and easily with our Mechanical Scissor Cart. Cart rolls smoothly on 
two (2) rigid and two (2) swivel casters. Mechanical screw drive provides precise positioning with no 
downward drift. The platform, frame, handle, caster rigs, and hardware are all stainless steel. Crank 
assembly and scissor legs are zinc plated. Wheels are poly-on-poly.

model
CART-660-M-PSS

model
CART-23-10-DC-PSS

model
CART-23-15-M-PSS


